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Abstract—The effect of small doping additions (ten metal cations) on the structural characteristics of the sol-
gel-synthesized silicas was evaluated by the SAXS method. Doping with cobalt, cerium, and silver cations led 
to separation of metal compounds as single phases. All the tested cations affected the radius of gyration and the 
fractal dimension of the resultant silicas.
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Silica-based materials are extensively used in various 
industry sectors, since, depending on the nature of the 
components, they acquire specific mechanical, heat-
insulating, acoustic, and photoluminescent properties. 
Silica particles provide a matrix for preparation of 
catalysts and photocatalysts [1–8]. Silica-based sorbents, 
whose study has continued for more than half a century, 
also remain in high demand. Of special interest is 
controlled synthesis of silica systems by the sol-gel route 
which allows the properties of materials, in particular their 
structure and texture, to be fairly easily regulated at the 
molecular level via changing the synthesis parameters.

Sol-gel synthesis of silicate materials has been the 
subject of numerous studies whose number is steadily 
increasing [9–13]. The most common precursor for the 
preparation of such materials is orthosilicic acid tetraethyl 
ester (tetraethoxysilane, TEOS). Of critical importance 
for the structure of the resultant materials is pH of the 
medium for TEOS hydrolysis. Synthesis in an alkaline 
medium gives particles with a nearly spherical shape. 
Hydrolysis in a strongly acidic medium (pH 1–2) yields 
hierarchically organized three-dimensional branched 
structures from fractal clusters. Supposedly, synthesis in 
the metastable and least studied region of pH 1–2 [14–15] 
may be significantly affected by minor impacts.

Herein, we examined the structural features of the 
products of TEOS hydrolysis and polycondensation in the 
presence of small amounts of salts of ten metal cations 

that significantly differed in charge, size, and electronic 
structure.

EXPERIMENTAL 

High purity grade TEOS [Si(C2H5O)4] was used as a 
precursor for the preparation of silica. As dopants served 
cations of different metals, whose sources were sodium, 
potassium, and silver nitrates and crystallohydrates of 
magnesium, cobalt(II), nickel(II), iron(III), aluminum(III), 
cerium(III), and lanthanum(III) nitrates. All the chemicals 
were used without further purification.

Hydrolysis of TEOS was carried out in an aqueous-
alcoholic solution at pH = 1–2. A nitric acid solution 
was used as a hydrolysis catalyst. The reaction mixture 
components were taken in the molar ratio TEOS : C2H5OH :  
H2O : HNO3 = 1 : 4 : 16 : 0.6. For the preparation of 
doped silica, to aqueous solutions of the corresponding 
metal salts the required volumes of TEOS, ethanol, and 
water were added. The resultant transparent colorless or 
weakly colored gels underwent thermal decomposition in 
a muffle furnace in air at 600°C for 2 h in order to remove 
organic synthesis products.

The content of the metal cations in each sample was 
3×10–4 mol per gram of air-dried doped silica.

X-ray phase analysis was performed with a Rigaku 
Ultima IV X-ray diffractometer using CuKα radiation at 
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2θ between 5° and 70° with a step 0.02° at a scan speed 
2°/min.

The structure of the doped silicas was analyzed by 
small-angle X-ray scattering method. The measurements 
were carried out at the SAXS BioMUR beamline of the 
Kurchatov synchrotron radiation source using a Pilatus 3  
1M detector from Dectris in the (0.04–1.7) nm–1 range 
of scattered vectors. A Si(111) single-crystal focusing 
monochromator (wavelength of 0.1445 nm) was used. 
The scattered properties were interpreted in terms of the 
radius of gyration Rg and the fractal dimension.

TEM micrographs were obtained on a JEOL JEM-
2100 microscope at an operating voltage of 200 kV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The X-ray powder diffraction patterns of all the 
samples exhibit similar broad peaks in the 2θ range 
10°–30° (Fig. 1), which confirms the presence of an X-ray 
amorphous phase of silica. Only the diffraction pattern of 
the silver cation-doped silica sample additionally contains 
reflections attributable to metallic silver. For the Ce3+- and 
Co2+-doped silica samples the electron microdiffraction 
patterns revealed the presence of crystalline phases 
(Fig. 2), but the corresponding crystal lattice parameters 
could not be determined with sufficient accuracy. Thus, 
the samples of silicates doped with Ag+, Ce3+, and Co2+ 
cations appeared as amorphous structures of silica with 
inclusions of the crystalline phase of the corresponding 
oxide or metal (Ag), i.e., were nanocomposites. In all 
other cases the metal ions could be incorporated into 
silicon-oxygen structures as metal-oxygen tetrahedra 
(triply charged cations) or could form silicates (singly 
and doubly charged cations), or the content of the phase 
comprising the metal compounds was less than the limit 
of detection. The TEM examination of the silica particles 
morphology confirms the amorphous character of seven 
samples studied.

Previously [16], we examined the fractal structure 
of gels produced by hydrolytic polycondensation of 

Fig. 1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of the samples of 
silica doped with (1) Fe3+, (2) Ce3+, and (3) Ag+ cations. (♦) 
SiO2 phase and (•) Ag phase.

Fig. 2. TEM image and electron microdiffraction pattern of the Ag+-doped silica sample.
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tetraethoxysilane in the presence of dopant metal cations 
and found that the gels were mass fractal aggregates. It was 
natural to assume that the hierarchical fractal organization 
was retained in the micro- and mesostructures of the 
resultant xerogels and silica powders, despite a sharp 
decrease in the average particle size due to collapse of 
the three-dimensional gel structure, water evaporation, 
and ethanol burnout, caused by heat treatment. For 
examination of the fractal structure of the silicas the 
SAXS method was employed.

Figure 3 shows typical small-angle X-ray scattering 
curves of the silica powders, and Table 1 presents their 
structural characteristics. The radius of gyration Rg was 
determined from the slope of the linear extrapolation of 
the initial portion of the SAXS curve (Guinier region) 
plotted as ln I vs. s2. Knowledge of Rg allows judging 
the compactness of the scattering aggregate. For a given 
volume, Rg will be the smallest for the particles with a 
close to spherical shape, and more anisometric particles 
will be characterized by a larger radius of gyration. The 
fractal dimension was calculated using the slope of the 
tangent to the scattering intensity curve plotted as log I vs. 
log s in the Porod region. The fractal dimension Df in the 
2 < Df < 3 range corresponded to mass fractals. Samples 
with Df > 3 were attributed to surface fractals, and the 
fractal dimension was calculated using the relationship 
Ds = | 6–Df |.

The effect from doping on the radius of gyration of 
the silica samples varied with the metal cation. Doping 
with magnesium, nickel, cerium, and lanthanum cations 
led to reduction in the radius of gyration compared to the 
undoped silica. The presence of cobalt ion did not affect 
the radius of gyration, which is quite explicable due to 
the occurrence of the cobalt compound as a single phase. 
Significant increase in the radius of gyration was caused 
by doping with potassium. It is worth mentioning that this 
singly charged cation is not incorporated into the silicon-
oxygen chains; presumably, it may hinder the growth of 
the fractal aggregates. Of all the singly charged cations 

tested the potassium ion has the largest radius, which may 
be responsible to a certain extent for its peculiar behavior.

Our results show that most of the silicas studied belong 
to mass fractals with the fractal dimensions ranging from 
of 2.1 to 2.9, characteristic of branched three-dimensional 
structures. Among all the samples studied, those doped 
with nickel cations had the highest fractal dimension 
corresponding to the most compact structure. As known, 
a transition from three-dimensional networks to compact 
particles with a rough surface occurs at Dm ≥ 3. We 
did not record such fractal dimensions, but that of the 
nickel-containing sample was close enough to this level. 
Interestingly, formation of structures corresponding to 
surface fractals was observed in two cases, specifically, 
for the silicas doped with singly charged sodium and 
silver cations. A possible reason is that, since singly 
charged cations cannot be incorporated into the silica 
microstructure, they may hinder the growth of fractals, 
as mentioned above.

Table 1. Structural characteristics of the doped silicas

Dopant cation – K+ Na+ Ag+ Mg2+ Co2+ Ni2+ Al3+ Fe3+ Ce3+ La3+

Rg, nm (±0.1 nm) 4.1 11.7 4.7 5.1 3.7 4.1 3.3 4.5 4.4 3.5 3.3
Fractal dimension 2.0 1.0 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.8 2.9 2.3 2.0 2.6 2.6
Fractal typea Dm Dm Ds Ds Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm Dm

a Dm is mass fractal, and Ds, surface fractal.

Fig. 3. SAXS curves for the samples of the powders of  
(1, 2) silicas doped with (1) Ag+ and (2) Fe3+ cations and  
(3) undoped silica.
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Importantly, the effects observed in this study were 
produced by very small amounts of metal cations 
introduced into the system during the sol-gel synthesis 
process. These effects were obviously manifested 
predominantly in the initial stage of the synthesis, 
when primary clusters, whose growth was driven by 
their interaction with each other, were formed from 
the homogeneous system simultaneously with TEOS 
hydrolysis. The relationship between the fractal 
dimension and the model of formation of fractal 
aggregates was demonstrated in [17]. Specifically, at 
the fractal dimension within 2 < Dm < 3 the growth of 
the aggregates is described by the model of kinetically 
controlled cluster-cluster or particle-cluster aggregation.

CONCLUSIONS

Thus, doping additions of metal cations introduced 
during the synthesis process affect the microstructure of 
silica via altering the radius of gyration and the fractal 
dimension of the aggregates constituting the material. 
Double- and triple-charged cations participate in the 
formation of mass fractals, while single-charged cations 
cause a change from mass to surface fractal aggregates.
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